
 



Hello. This time, we’re doing something a little different. There’s not an exact goal to achieve by the 
end of this project. We’re examining what makes a game “good” and we’re going to take a look at a 
few games and how they missed their mark.   

The Brief: 

In this project, we will examine a series of video games and try to identify the key factors that 
determine a game’s quality through design. We’re going to take, 2018’s Game of the Year, God of 
War, released in 2018, which is widely renowned as a “good” game and we’re going change this 
game and see how we could make it into a “bad” game based on the information we gather 
throughout this project. 

 

How does God of War Work? 

2018’s God of War is the latest in the God of War series, it has 
introduced a fresh new take on the previous games, now adding in 
more story and complexity to its characters. God of War is full of 
combat encounters, boss fights, puzzles, collectables and a rich, 
interesting world. 

Kratos: 

First, we should start with God of War’s protagonist, Kratos, a 
reserved, intimidating figure with god-like strength. He 
started as a proud Spartan warrior who was tricked 
into murdering his family by the Greek Gods of 
Olympus, he set himself on a warpath to kill all the 
Olympian Gods, including his father, Zeus. 2018’s God 
of War reboots the series and introduces a new 
Kratos. Now a father, his temper is better controlled 
and is no longer fuelled by revenge, now his focus is 
teaching his son Atreus, a boy learning about the 
world and controlling his power.  

Combat: 

There are about seven parts that make up God of 
War’s combat: 

Leviathan Axe- This game is about action, fighting 
endless waves of enemies, powerful Norse Gods 
and monstrous bosses. To fight enemies the player 
needs a weapon and so we meet Kratos’ new 
signature weapon, the Leviathan Axe, a big axe that 
can be thrown and recalled. The axe deals frost 
damage to enemies and can perform a multitude of 
moves. The axe is also a major component in 
solving puzzles around the world. 

Unarmed- When the player throws the axe it does 
not automatically come back to them, during this 
time the player can use Kratos’ fists, they deal much 



less damage to enemies but it means that the player isn’t completely 
vulnerable without their weapon, they can kick away enemies to put 
space between them.  

Blades of Chaos- God of War’s story hits a low point for Kratos and he 
must drag up remnants of his past, the iconic Blades of Chaos. These 
are two enormous flaming blades attached to chains and wrapped 
around Kratos’ forearms. The Leviathan Axe is excellent for taking on a 
few enemies at once or throwing at a single enemy but the Blades of 
Chaos are designed to take out large groups of enemies 
around the player.  

Guardian Shield- Kratos has a gauntlet on his left that 
folds out into a shield. God of War is a very aggressive 
game, it wouldn’t make sense if Kratos, the 
indestructible, all-powerful God of war was always 
hidden behind a shield, so the shield is most useful for 
parrying. When perfectly timed, the player can block an 
enemy’s attack and easily perform a counter-attack. 
Even the shield can encourage the player to stay on the 
offensive.  

Atreus- Kratos’ son, Atreus can assist the player in 
battle. The player can command Atreus to shoot arrows 
at enemies, this will stun the enemy and leave them 
exposed to being attacked. Atreus can fire different 
types of arrows; this means the player has to think 
about what arrows work best against the enemy the player is fighting. Atreus will also subdue some 
enemies and allow the player to perform a finishing move on the enemy.  

Spartan Rage Mode- When a target is weakened, they will enter a dazed state that allows the player 
to perform a finishing move on them. Similar to the Gory-kill mechanic from Doom 2016. As the 
player performs finishing moves, they fill up their rage meter. Once full, the player can activate their 
spartan rage, the player puts away their weapons and uses only Kratos’ fists to deal massive 
amounts of damage to enemies. The Spartan Rage acts as a life-line for the player when they’re 
bogged down in waves of enemies. 

Abilities- To mix up the combat a little more, there are 
special abilities the player can unlock and upgrade 
throughout the game. There are three major types of 
abilities: weapon abilities, combat abilities and passive 
abilities. The weapon abilities are unlocked through a 
skill tree, these are a series of actions the player can 
perform during a fight. The combat abilities are 
powerful actions but require time to build up before the 
player can use them in combat. Both of Kratos’ 
weapons, the axe and the blades, can have two combat 
abilities each. Then there the passive abilities which are 
runes talismans that are applied to Kratos’ armour. 
These generate continuous effects that can help in a 
fight but the player does not have to manually activate 
them. 



If we take all these components that make God of War’s combat, we see that there’s plenty to keep 
the player occupied, the game is varied enough for the player to tailor Kratos to how they want to 
play and each working part is connected to the enemies, the world and the story.  

Puzzles:  

What’s good about God of War’s weapons and characters is that they’re versatile, not only are they 
for combat and storytelling, they’re for puzzle-solving. Dotted throughout the world, there are 
different types of puzzles which need different weapons or tools to unlock. For example, some 
chests are locked with runic symbols, the player must find these symbols hidden nearby and break 
them. Once all the runes are broken the chest will unlock. To break the runes the player must throw 
their axe at them which is just using the same mechanic the player uses to throw their axe at 
enemies. Another example is the Crystal Bridge mechanic, the player must place large crystals into 
slots that can activate ethereal bridges, however, to activate the bridges Atreus must shoot the 
crystal. If the player removes the crystal the bridge will disappear. To shoot the crystal the player 
simply presses a button, telling Atreus where to shoot. This is using the same mechanic the player 
uses to command Atreus to shoot specific enemies the player is aiming at. 

God of War has included different types of puzzles that interact with different areas of gameplay, 
this goes towards connecting parts of the game together, rather than the axe and Atreus feeling like 
just a weapon and a character, they’re key parts of puzzle-solving. 

The Runic Chest Puzzle: https://youtu.be/hRMX9Rzq1AA?t=4466 

Atreus’ Crystal Bridge Puzzle: https://youtu.be/hRMX9Rzq1AA 

Full playthrough of God of War by Gamer’s Little Playground: https://youtu.be/hRMX9Rzq1AA 

The Story: 

In previous titles, God of War has established a simple recipe, fighting Gods and beating giant 
monsters in ridiculously grand boss fights. However, since 2018 God of War’s predecessor, God of 
War: Ascension, was released back in 2013, games have gotten bigger and now need a hard-hitting 
memorable story for the player to follow. We only have to look at games in recent years to see a 
pattern. The first Doom released in 1993 had little to no story, it was killing demons and that’s all it 
needed to become iconic. Jump ahead to 2016’s Doom and now we a story to follow, in-depth lore 
about the Doom Slayer, the demons, Mars and how it all went south. 2015’s reboot of Star Wars 
Battlefront was purely a competitive multiplayer game but then in 2017, Battlefront II included an 
entirely original campaign to play through. It seems like there’s been a resurgence of big narrative-
driven games. 

2018’s God of War was an opportunity to reboot the franchise and add another layer of depth to the 
story. A big change from God of War’s normal routine is Kratos’ behaviour. To change the 
protagonist is a bold move, there aren’t many games that can still deliver the same experience once 
the player is no longer familiar with the protagonist they once knew. So how did God of War avoid 
backlash from changing Kratos’ personality? God of War uses its past to explain why Kratos has 
changed, the atrocities he committed along his warpath now haunt him. Kratos is now reserved and 
attempts to cut himself and Atreus off from the outside 
world and this could’ve displeased the audience as the 
character they knew to be a ruthless short-tempered 
killer is no longer the same. But we see throughout 
2018’s God of War’s story not only why he has changed 
but the game still shows that old side of Kratos. For 
example, at the start of the game, Kratos takes Atreus 
hunting to see if he is ready for the long journey ahead. 

https://youtu.be/hRMX9Rzq1AA?t=4466
https://youtu.be/hRMX9Rzq1AA
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Throughout the hunt, Kratos’ actions in combat still deliver that feeling of power whilst his dialogue 
towards Atreus’ brash comments and complaints remains reserved and controlled. A little further 
into the story and Kratos gets into a fight with a stranger who threatens to hurt Atreus, this sets 
Kratos into an angry frenzy, inhibiting the aggression seen in previous games.  

Kratos fights the stranger: https://youtu.be/hRMX9Rzq1AA?t=1872 

What God of War has done is effectively redirected where Kratos’ rage comes from, it used to come 
from revenge but now it is out of fear and protection for his son. Atreus is not only what keeps 
Kratos grounded and authoritative like a father but can also cause Kratos to lose his temper and 
show the characteristics the player once knew. Cory Barlog, the Creative Director, stated “In the 
previous games, the monster was let out all the time. In this one, he’s making the attempts to keep 
the monster inside and he’s struggling and he’s failing constantly.” The game shows how Kratos is in 
constant turmoil and as events unfold in the story Kratos loses control. 

Cory Barlog explaining how they used Kratos’ past as part of the new God of War: 
https://youtu.be/e4XRmMkQcuQ?t=396 

Full Video- Gamespot interviewed Cory Barlog, the Creative Director, about one of God of War’s most 
impactful scenes: https://youtu.be/e4XRmMkQcuQ 

Part of God of War showing how the new Kratos still inhibits characteristics from previous titles: 
https://youtu.be/hRMX9Rzq1AA?t=1671 

GDC’s video on Cory Barlog creating the narrative: https://youtu.be/aIb-Lt7WX_s?t=592 

Full Video. GDC’s Reinventing God of War: https://youtu.be/aIb-Lt7WX_s 

To break it down to its simplest components. The story of God of War is about Kratos and his son, 
Atreus, venturing out of their sanctuary to scatter Atreus’ mother’s ashes on top of the tallest 
mountain. Along their journey, they learn of the dangerous Norse Gods who try to stop them. They 
travel through the realms of Midgard and face many threats, as they approach the end of their 
journey, they learn there is more to Atreus’ mother than they realised, and a mystery begins to 
unravel.  

There are many hurdles throughout their journey the Kratos must endure but none as meaningful as 
bonding with his son. The rest of the story doesn’t really matter, the Gods they fight, the monsters 
they slay, the story is about Atreus and how Kratos learns to bond with his son, the player gets to 
watch these two characters evolve from strangers to father and son. It’s all within the dialogue 
between them. We start the story with Kratos constantly warning Atreus and attempting to teach 
him in a rather cold-hearted manner. He always delivers more constructive feedback rather than 
commending Atreus. As the story begins to develop, Atreus becomes wiser and Kratos becomes 
positive. This isn’t to say it’s a steady climb up, there are points within the story where these two 
characters argue and the dialogue within the gameplay shifts in tone. It’s the continuation of this 
tone from cutscene to gameplay that makes these characters feel real and the focus of the story is 
fixed on their relationship rather than just the world around them. 

How does this make God of War good? I think it shows how games can have really in-depth and 
interesting stories and the characters can make the story what it is. There’s no reason why games 
can’t have stories of the same impact as a film or TV show. It’s games like God of War that back up 
this claim. Ultimately, adding a story can help support a game but sometimes it can hinder it. There 
are plenty of games that don’t focus on telling a story and still deliver enough to entertain the 
player. Think of games like Super Mario Bros. and Rainbow Six: Siege. Mario focuses on continuously 
providing players with fun and quirky levels whilst Rainbow Six: Siege is about strategy and 
cooperation between players. If these two games tried to fit in a long harrowing story into them, 
they might suffer from it, the story might feel unnecessary. An example of this is Battlefield 3. A 
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game recognised for its large-scale multiplayer firefights but not a lot of 
these players would actually play through the campaign.  

Characters:  

Baldur- Baldur is the main antagonist of the game. He’s a Norse God that 
cannot feel anything, he’s also practically immortal and incredibly strong. 
He is the first proper boss fight of the game and sets a precedent for the 
game’s bold boss fights. In terms of the story, Baldur and Freya act as a 
mirror of what Kratos fears. Kratos murdered his own father and the game 
shows how Kratos fears his son will become like him if he doesn’t change 
his ways. 

Atreus- We’ve talked about Kratos’ son, Atreus, before but there are some 
key points in the story and gameplay that we should highlight. First, this 
game makes a point that Atreus is not a burden. Players are not fans of 
escort missions. An escort mission is where the player must protect 
someone or something while they travel from A to B. There are a few 
unscripted occasions where Atreus needs the player’s help. Atreus is a key 
part of puzzle-solving and combat encounters, the player spends more 
time wondering when to deploy Atreus’ combat abilities rather than his safety. This takes a big 
potential burden off the player’s shoulders and lets them focus more on fighting enemies. 

Atreus acts as a way of delivering information about the world to the player. If we look at Kratos’ 
personality, it’s clear he has no interest in the world around him and this creates a barrier between 
the player and the world. There’s this brand-new world to explore but Kratos has no interest in it 
and that is true to his character. This is where Atreus fills that role, Atreus can read texts in different 
languages and deliver that information to the player. This information is gathered from paintings, 
stone tablets and events in the world. Importantly, the player is not forced to seek out this 
information, the player can choose to interact with these items, but Atreus will read out the 
information to the player. This may slow down the pacing but these items are often in parts of the 
level between combat moments when the player is given a respite, also by getting Atreus to 
examine the items and give the player information, it doesn’t completely halt the player and give 
them a block of text to read. 

Mimir- Mimir is renowned for his wisdom and knowledge of all things 
Nordic. Odin has punished Mimir and entrapped him inside a tree. Kratos 
cuts off Mimir’s head and reanimates him, Mimir is then a severed living 
head attached to Kratos’ waist. Mimir then serves the purpose of helping 
the player and navigating them through their objectives. God of War 
manages to make almost all parts of the game versatile and Mimir is a 
good example. Seen as how Mimir knows all, he tells stories to Atreus 
about the world and helps build a background for some of the characters 
like Baldur, Odin, Thor and Freya. But what’s interesting is when he 
chooses to tell his stories; for the player to get around the world, they usually have to travel by boat 
and not a lot happens during this time, there’s no action or puzzles to solve so to fill this gap, the 
player can listen to the dialogue between Atreus and Mimir, almost like putting the radio on in the 
car. But the player isn’t trapped in the car, once they reach land and get off the boat, Mimir will 
pause his story and return to it next time. 

Brok & Sindri- Sticking with God of War’s versatility and character complexity. These two brothers 
run the shop for the player to buy, sell and craft items but they also give comedic dialogue to add to 
their character’s complexity. Another part of these characters is they have side quests for the player 
to follow. God of War merges the classic salesmen found in a lot of games with the NPC that gives 



out side-quests. By adding more layers to these characters, 
they feel more real and interesting, it keeps the flow of the 
game going and doesn’t feel the player is taken out of that 
experience while they’re shopping for new armour. 

Basically, all the characters in the story have more than one 
purpose. They’re not just the bad guy or the quest giver, they 
have multiple layers that feed into the gameplay and the 
story and ultimately make them feel more complex and interesting. 

World Design: 

God of War built a world to keep the player busy. A key selling point of AAA titles is replay-ability, 
the audience likes the idea of knowing there’s a lot to do, side quests, hidden boss fights, 
collectables, even large parts of the world that the story 
never takes the player to. This all goes towards rewarding 
players who explore the world but doesn’t punish those 
players that just want to play through the story. In true God 
of War fashion, the game is full of large set pieces that show 
scale and demonstrate Kratos’ strength. One of the games 
signature moments is revealing the World Serpent. An 
ungodly sized serpent that lives in the lake of Midgard. If the 
player looks at the serpent’s body, they’ll notice the body 
wraps around the entire of Midgard, showing the serpent’s 
size. 

Midgard is separated into several realms that the player must 
travel through along their journey. By splitting the world into 
several realms, it allows the designers to make each realm 
feel unique. This helps to keep the game feel interesting. 
When you look at exactly what the player does in each realm, 
they’re all very similar: battling against enemies, solving 
puzzles, finding treasures, surviving boss fights and 
progressing through the story. What makes them feel fresh 
and interesting is the aesthetics. Two good examples are 
Alfheim and Helheim. Alfheim is a lush forest full of colour 
and Helheim is a dull stone fortress with a green hue.  

The enemies can vary from realm to realm, but the standard enemies 
found in most realms are the Draugr, undead mortals that roam Midgard. 
There are different types of Draugr enemies: the standard soldier, the 
ranged attacker, the much tougher brute and the witch, a stronger enemy 
that can teleport and has multiple attack styles. So, there are different 
types of enemies but there’s even more variety than just that. The game 
introduces different variants on these draugr types. There are poison 
draugr which are covered in plants and can regenerate their health, 
they can also deal poison damage to the player. The fire draugr 
are charred molten undead that deal fire damage to the player, 
these draugr are weak to the Leviathan Axe which deals frost 
damage. Lastly, there are the frost draugr which deal frost 
damage to the player and the Leviathan Axe deals very little 
damage to these enemies, however, the blades of chaos deal 



fire damage to enemies and the frost draugr are especially weak to fire. 

Whilst these enemies may fight similarly, they still encourage the player to use different weapons. 
They also help divert the player away from harder areas of the game. For example, the player only 
unlocks the blades of chaos later into the game. The developers use frost draugr to steer the player 
away from areas of the world they’re not yet ready for.  

 

Where do games go wrong? 

I’ve rambled on about how God of War demonstrates itself to be a good game. Now, we’re going to 
look at how games have fallen short in similar areas. We’re going to identify problem areas and work 
out why these concepts or mechanics didn’t work as well as in God of War.   

Versatility: 

A big concept found throughout all of God of War is versatility. Everything has more than one 
purpose. It allows games to create massive complex worlds but distilled in a smaller and more 
digestible process for players.  

Dead Space’s Plasma Cutter- 

Dead Space Trailer by Electronic Arts: https://youtu.be/S7VvKGlVZu8 

The first game we’re going to look at is Dead Space. Now Dead Space is a 
fantastically, gory horror game about a zombie-like infection that has 
taken over a spaceship. The player plays as Isaac Clarke, an engineer stuck 
on the spaceship and must defend themselves from the necromorphs. 
Throughout the game, the player can upgrade and buy new weapons and 
armour. However, at the start of the game, the player gets their first 
weapon, the Plasma Cutter, an engineering tool fashioned into a lethal 
weapon. The player uses the Plasma Cutter to shoot enemies. The player 
learns at the start of the game that the best way to kill the 
necromorphs is to shoot off their limbs. The player can rotate 
the Plasma Cutter’s barrel and crosshairs to choose whether 
the Plasma Cutter’s projectile is fired vertically or horizontally. 
The rotation dictates how the plasma shot will hit an enemy.  

For example, the Slasher enemy has long arms pointing upward 
and the player has a better chance of cutting off these limbs by 
using the horizontal rotation. While the Lurker enemies can 
jump onto walls and ceilings, changing their rotation and 
encouraging the player to change their Plasma Cutter’s 
rotation. The Plasma Cutter is an example of when a mechanic 
is too versatile compared to other mechanics in the game. 
Some core features make the Plasma Cutter too versatile: 
ammo consumption, damage output, gun upgrades and enemy 
weak points. The Plasma Cutter uses the standard ammo type 
which is the most common and cheapest type of ammo the 
player can find or buy. Meaning the player is hesitant to use 
weapons that use other types of ammo as they’re harder to 
find. The Plasma Cutter’s damage output and accuracy make it 
very efficient at killing enemies, other guns may deal more 
damage, but the recoil and reloading time make them less 

https://youtu.be/S7VvKGlVZu8


efficient. Dead Space also allows the player to upgrade their 
weapons meaning that they can continuously upgrade the 
Plasma Cutter so that it won’t become outdated against later 
weapons in the game. Lastly, the enemies all share the same 
weakness. Removing their limbs will kill them and this is the 
main way to kill the necromorphs, the problem with this is it 
means the variety of guns becomes redundant if there’s only 
one major way of killing enemies.  

The feeling of power: 

Evolve’s Balancing- 

Evolve’s Launch Trailer by GameSpot: https://youtu.be/ipSVaz6l0j0 

Kratos is an all-powerful God capable of crushing giants. God of War is 
dedicated to making the player feel powerful through feats of strength. 
However, there are few things that go into creating the feeling of power. 
One game that I felt struggled to achieve this is Evolve. Released in 2015, 
Evolve is a multiplayer game that pits four hunters against one monster 
for a total of five players. The monsters have the goal of eating wildlife 
and growing bigger, once they’ve reached their final form, they 
must destroy the reactor. Meanwhile, the hunters must 
track down the monster and kill it before it destroys the 
reactor. 

The monsters are these big scary creatures with varying 
abilities. For example, the Behemoth is a slow brutish rock 
monster that can create stone walls to block off hunters. 
They can also roll up into a ball to travel faster. There’s also 
the Kraken, a Cthulhu-like monster that can fly and deal 
electric damage. These monsters sound like a lot of fun to 
play and they can be, however, there are some occasions 
where the stress of being hunted has its downfalls.  

There’s a fine balance between challenge and power. A 
game like Evolve needs a challenge to entertain the players 
but if they’re playing as the monster, they should feel 
powerful and feel like a looming threat over the hunters but 
if the monster has no challenge, they won’t be entertained. After all, this is a competitive 
multiplayer game, it would be unfair if the monster could easily beat the hunters without any 
challenge.  

However, when playing Evolve, I noticed that it was often the hunters that were more of a threat to 
the monster. It’s likely a balancing of mechanics, from how much health the monster has to the 
respawn rate of the hunters. While the hunters may not be able to deal as much continuous damage 
as the monster, other mechanics help give the hunters an advantage. First, the hunters can respawn, 
unlike games like Left 4 Dead, there’s no serious threat of death, when the players are killed, they 
respawn after a few minutes, therefore the players can afford to play aggressively. Secondly, the 
hunters can easily track the monster, when the monster is being tracked, they must run and hide 
from the hunters. This change in behaviour takes all feeling of power away from the monster. 
Another thing is how the monster interacts with the hunters. When attacking the hunters, the 
monster has several different attacks, but they all have similar effects on the hunters and the 
hunters’ reactions to taking damage are next to none. It’s this lack of reaction from the hunters that 

https://youtu.be/ipSVaz6l0j0


make the monster’s attacks feel less impactful and therefore 
lose some of that power fantasy. Meanwhile, the hunters 
have a vast array of weapons and tools that do actually 
affect the monster in different ways. For example, some 
hunters specialise in trapping the monster by creating a 
large bubble around all the players, including the monster 
player. Another tool is the harpoon gun, this weapon allows 
the player to tether the monster and slow it down, this helps 
the hunter feel powerful as they’re pulling back a large beast but the monster feels the opposite, 
they are continuously getting trapped and the player begins to lose any advantages and it becomes a 
struggle for survival as they try to focus on four opposing players running circles around them. 

A combination of giving the hunters too much power and little threat of death, since they can 
respawn, means the monster may deal more damage to players but the aggressive playstyle of the 
hunters continuously puts the monster on the defensive.  

Creating characters: 

Far Cry 2’s War Chiefs- 

Far Cry 2 Trailer by Ubisoft: https://youtu.be/gf5h4co4Ydc 

God of War’s characters are a major part of the story. 
Another game that relies on its characters to guide the player 
through the story in Far Cry 2. Far Cry 2 is about a civil war in 
Africa, the player is a freelance mercenary hired by both sides 
to do their dirty work. This game is somewhat realistic in that 
there are no strange fictional events like monsters, alien 
invasions and giant robots. It’s about taking jobs and 
assassinating targets. The story progresses by completing jobs 
for either of the factions at war, the APR and the UFLL. There 
is a recurring cast of characters that work for either of the 
factions and are primarily used for giving the player missions. 
I’ve played through Far Cry 2 multiple times and I always 
forget these characters. They’re not memorable. Working for 
the APR, we have characters like Major Oliver Tambossa, 
Walton Purefoy, Nick Greaves and so on. And working for the 
UFLL we have Addi Mbantuwe, Joaquin Carbonell, Hector 
Voorhees, etc. These characters are some of the more important 
characters in the game, they’re needed to give the player missions 
that progress the story so why are these characters so forgettable?  

One possible reason is there are too many characters that serve the 
same purpose. When the player heads inside one of the faction’s 
headquarters to receive a mission, there are usually two characters 
to greet the player and give them their next mission. The idea 
behind this is that one character will be the main boss that the 
player sees for most of the game and the second character is more 
of a temporary character that acts as a third-party working for a 
faction. By having so many characters continuously rotating in and 
out of the spotlight, the player is less likely to remember specific individuals and they begin to blend 
together.  

https://youtu.be/gf5h4co4Ydc


A game can have a lot of characters and manage to make each 
character memorable and stand out, games like Mass Effect have a lot 
of characters but they have very different personalities and, 
importantly, they offer different types of missions to the player that 
are deeply connected to that character. The player learns about the 
character’s views on the fictional world and their history. However, 
Far Cry 2 doesn’t offer this, the characters don’t give the player a 
rundown on their backstory, they simply give the player a mission and 
brief them on their objective.  

Another reason is time. The player spends most of the game out alone 
in the wilderness and when they go to receive a mission from a 
faction, it takes about two minutes for the character to give the player 
the mission and then that’s it, they’re back out in the wild again. The 
player never has time to remember these characters.  

These characters best link to God of War’s Brok and Sindri. Brok and 
Sindri are primarily for manning the shop that allows the player to buy 
and craft items. They also play a role in the story and offer side quests 
to the player. The ratio of actions Brok and Sindri perform compared 
to all the war chiefs of Far Cry 2 shows that Brok and Sindri are more 
versatile which helps create more complex characters. This also 
encourages the player to visit Brok and Sindri more frequently as they 
offer multiple services. By visiting them, the player spends more time 
with these characters and learn more about them building a stronger 
connection. Brok and Sindri are also more likeable, their dialogue is 
more comedic and personal, unlike the war chiefs who get down to 
business. 

 

Downgrading God of War: 

First, we’re going to take away God of War’s versatility. We talked about Dead Space’s Plasma Cutter 
was too versatile and made other weapons redundant. God of War features three weapons: The 
Leviathan Axe, the Blades of Chaos and Atreus’ bow. These all achieve the same goal of killing 
enemies but are catered to different enemies that deal out different types of damage to help in 
combat. Standard enemies can be beaten with the Leviathan Axe whilst frost enemies are much less 
effective against the Blades of Chaos and Atreus can stun enemies leaving them exposed to attacks 
from the player. If we made the Leviathan Axe a lot more effective against frost enemies rendering 
the Blades of Chaos useless, the player is more likely to just use the Leviathan Axe against enemies. 
Atreus needs to recharge between shooting arrows to stun enemies if we increased the time it takes 
to recharge between shots it would mean the player can use Atreus less frequently and would likely 
learn to rely less on Atreus.  

We talked about Evolve’s balancing issues which take away the feeling of power from the monster. It 
seems by giving the hunters more powerful weapons and tools and encouraging an aggressive 
playstyle which makes the monster less aggressive and play defensively thus taking that feeling of 
power away from the monster. One major factor I realised that may have also affected the difficulty 
when playing as the monster is taking on four enemies at once. If we look at most combat driven 
games, the enemy A.I. will typically only attack the player one at a time. For example, Assassin’s 
Creed’s enemies will surround the player but only one enemy will advance and attack the player. 
Despite the player being surrounded by enemies, they don’t feel overwhelmed and can remain in 
control of the fight. However, with all enemies in Evolve being human players, they’re not as 



friendly. All four hunters will attack the monster at the same time and will quickly overwhelm the 
player.  

To translate this into God of War, we could change how aggressive the enemy A.I. behaves. God of 
War has multiple types of enemies, if we allowed these enemies to attack the player more 
frequently, regardless of when other enemies were attacking the player, the game would become 
much harder and almost unfair on the player. In the current game, the player can focus the attention 
briefly on one enemy but if all enemies involved in the fight are trying to attack the player at once, 
the player has no choice but to play defensively. Combine the defensive playstyle and the harder 
enemies and we have a similar problem to Evolve. 

Lastly, we had Far Cry 2’s forgettable war chiefs. We compared the war chiefs to God of War’s Brok 
and Sindri and how their versatility adds to the complexity of their characters as well as link them to 
the side quests they give. Here’s how we could make Brok and Sindri less memorable. There are a lot 
of shop locations in the nine realms of Midgard for the player to buy items but, through the magic of 
teleportation, the two dwarves manage all the shops. First, we could place a different dwarf at each 
shop, this will reduce the amount of time the player interacts with each character at a shop, severing 
any connection the player will create with the character. Next, we can take away the complexity of 
the characters. By adding in more characters, it means they’re less likely to personally connect with 
the side quests they give the player. Another effect of just adding more characters is how it affects 
the player’s memory. The player is more likely to remember just two characters than a dozen and 
this simple fact means the extra characters would likely blend together and not stand out to the 
player. Lastly, we can take away the characters’ personalities, one of lovable parts of Brok and Sindri 
is how they’re brothers who learn to get along but if we had a dozen characters with no connection 
to each other it takes away some complexity. Another part is how Brok is brutish and rude while 
Sindri is a timid clean freak, these details are brought out through the dialogue between them and 
the player. If we removed these characters and made it so the dwarves were only there to man the 
shops and give out quests, they would no longer be memorable characters.   

 

Conclusion: 

We see how little design choices can have knock-on effects when combined, how certain parts can 
be lost or gained through balancing, dialogue or even using the same character to operate multiple 
areas of gameplay. Evolve, Dead Space and Far Cry 2 are all good games but that doesn’t mean there 
aren’t small areas that when compared to other games like God of War, might have missed the beat. 
This project shows how hard it is to achieve a balance between less and more. 

Originally, I intended to compare God of War against what are widely renowned as bad games. 
However, it was hard to find games that failed from a design approach but weren’t just an 
unplayable mess. A lot of it came down to opinion rather than mechanical designs. Instead, I 
narrowed the search down to specific mechanics found in games and how these mechanics 
impacted the rest of the gameplay. Did I theorise how we could make God of War into a bad game? 
I’m not so convinced. A big part of what makes God of War good is its story. I didn’t dive into 
storytelling and stuck to more design-oriented work. Perhaps the story and min characters alone are 
enough to carry the small imperfections we could add. 

Thank you for reading. As I said, this project was a little different from the usual What If Games 
projects but it’s back to normal in the next What If. As always, I’d love to hear your thoughts on what 
exactly is bad and good game design or is all to do with context? Goodbye. 


